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these warlike preparations. Rigid economy and the husbanding
of the national resources had become a leading passion with him
(N20i). His Budget of 1860 was called " The Crown and
Summit " of the Free Trade Policy which he had inherited from
his master, Peel. The Crimean War and the Indian Mutiny
had made it impossible for him to wipe out the Income Tax, as
he had hopefully predicted in 1853 (§ 292); but trade was so
prosperous that the revenue was increasing (as he said in his
speech on this occasion) " by leaps and bounds," and he was
therefore able to reduce taxation still further. Two of his most
important steps in this direction were the abolition of the Paper
Duties and a Commercial Treaty with France (1860). He called
the Paper Duties a " tax on knowledge," because they made books
and newspapers dear. The Lords rejected his measure abolish-
ing the duties, but he circumvented them by tacking it on to
his next Budget, which they could not constitutionally touch.
The Commercial Treaty was negotiated in the course of some
informal discussions between the French Emperor and Richard
Cobden, the great apostle of Free Trade. Arrangements were
made for each country to lower its duties on the staple products
of the other, the general effect being that British hardware was
exchanged for French wines and silks. From the point of view
. of Gladstone and Cobden, it killed two birds with one stone—it
promoted the cause of Free Trade and it counteracted the " war
scare " by bringing the two countries into closer commercial
relationship.
§ 305. the movement for " reform."—The subject on
which there was the sharpest division in the Cabinet was Parlia-
mentary Reform. We have seen that the Act of 1832 had
enfranchised the middle classes, but had left the working-man
as voteless as before. The Chartists had agitated for a further
reform (§ 288), but the Whigs had been as determined as the
Tories in resisting it, and the movement had died down. Nobody
had been more opposed to it than Lord John Russell—in fact,
the Radicals had nicknamed him " Finality Jack," because he

